
Chapter 1 
Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Updating two data storages reliably is a widely researched area in distributed computing. Most 

of the existing solutions follows a queued transacti~n processing model. In such a model first 

client writes the message stored in its persistence storage to the request queue within a 

distributed transaction and server reads the request from the request queue within another 

distributed transaction. If there i~ a re~ponse to be sent, server writes the response to response 

queue within the same transaction it read the message and finally client reads the response 

from the response queue within another distributed transaction. TQLs processing model can 

operate even with the presence of the node failures due to recovery nature of the distributed 

transactions. However these systems may not properly inter-operate due to use of many 

proprietary messaging protocols. 

Web services are used to communicate among the heterogeneous systems by passing SOAP 

messages using standard transport mechanisms like http. Web services can reliably 

communicate by using WS-Reliable messaging specification(WS-RM). WS-RM introduces 

concepts of Reliable messaging source (RMS) and Reliable messaging destination (RMD) 

between which it guarantees reliable me~sage delivery. As a result of this both RMS and 

RMD can be considered as intermediate queue~ by using a persistence storage to implement 

them. 
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An inter operable reliable message transferring system can be made by combining above two 

concepts where client writes messages from the persistence storage to RMS within a 

distributed transaction and server writes the messages from RMD to persistence storage within 

a distributed transaction. Reliable conununication between RMS and RMD is guaranteed by 

WS-RM. 

1.2 Abstract Problem 
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This project focus on updating client persistence storage and server persistence storage 

reliably by sending a message in a systt!m shown in Pig 1-l. Assume there are two nodes 

called client node and server nodt! with persistence storages, connected through a network. 

How to guarantee both client side and server side Mo'rage updates by sending a message from 

client node to server node with the presence of failures in an inter operable manner? 

Message provides the necessary information to update the server persistence storage. The term 

reliably refers to the exactly one delivery. This means there can be no message losses or . 
duplicate messages. Failures can either be network or node failures. For this work web 

services and standards arc being ust:d as the means of achieving inter~rability. Further it is 

assumed that although it is possible to have network and node failures they recover in finite 

time and there arc no persistence storage failures. 

The main goal of this project is to implement a web service reliable messaging middlcware 

which can generally be used in such a situation. Writing a WS-RM implementation from the 

scratch means a lot of work. Therefore this project aims to re-engineer the existing WS02 

Mercury to solve the above mentioned problem. 

WS02 Mercury is a WS-RM implementation written on top of Axis2 by using a state machine 

model. However WS02 Mercury keeps the state of the WS-RM communication in an in 

memory object model. It achievt:s the persistence by saving this in memory object model to a 

persistence storage. Although WS02 Mercury has successfully implemented the state 
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machine model. its' in memory model described above does not allow it to support user 

initiated transactions. 

Therefore the main objective of this project can be narrowed down tore engineer the existing 

WS02 Mercury code to come up with a storage API which support user level transactions. 

However some of the WS-RM usage scenarios do not require user level transactions and 

hence it is enough to have an in memory storage model. Therefore above storage API should 

support simple in memory implementations as well. 

1.3 Method of study 

Implementing a new storage API directly with the WS02 Mercury can be complex. Further in 

such an attempt main focus may not be in the storage API design. Therefore this project first 

designs the storage API within a simulator. Again the simulator which is used at the time of 

designing Mercury state machine model can be used for that. Then the new storage API can 

be implemented in an in memory model with the simulator and can be transferred to the actual 

Mercury implementation with the necessary refactoring or the Mercury. Finally the storage 

API can be implemented with a persistence storage and can be tested for distributed 

transaction scenarios. 

1.4 Previous work 

As given in the background section this problem has been solved by using intenncdiate 

queues. But this project aims to do that using web serviC'es and related standards to achieve 

interoperability. 

Apache Sandesha2 which is another WS-RM specification implementation uses such a 

transactional data store model. However Apache Sandesha2 does not use a state machine 
c 

model and further a transactional storage to support even an in memory model as well . 
.,.. 

1.5 Expected result 

In summary this project aims to come up with a storage API ·with the necessary WS02 

Mercury runtime architecture which supports both user level transactions and simple in 

memory implementations. To prove this point it expects to have at least two storage API 

implementations one for simple memory implementation and other for a transactional 

permanent storage implementation. r:urther it aims to provide necessary usage scenarios 

which uses the distributed transactions to achieve end to end reliability. 
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